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Abstract—Power transmission networks are vulnerable
to natural or man-made disasters, and it is of critical importance to efficiently restore damaged power supply in
disaster-affected areas. A large-scale damaged transmission network can contain many faults that are initially
uninspected/unlocated. Using unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) to inspect these faults can significantly improve
the efficiency of subsequent restoration performed by human operators. Such a cooperative human-UAV scheduling problem is highly complex due to the correlation between UAV schedules and human-team schedules. In this
article, we propose a cooperative evolutionary algorithm
that simultaneously evolves two populations, one of UAV
scheduling solutions (U-solutions) and the other of humanteam scheduling solutions (H-solutions), which cooperate
by determining a best matching U-solution for each Hsolution and evaluating U-solutions based on a surrogate
objective function that is iteratively improved by feedback
from H-solutions. Our algorithm exhibits significant performance advantages over the state-of-the-arts on various
test instances and an application to transmission network
restoration in the 2017 Jiuzhaigou earthquake.
Index Terms—Cooperative scheduling, evolutionary algorithms (EAs), human-unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) cooperation, transmission network restoration.

I. INTRODUCTION
OWER transmission grids are critical to society, but they
are at continual risk of component damage and consequent
outage due to unexpected events such as natural disasters and
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terrorist attacks. For instance, in 2008, a fire in an electrical
substation in Miami resulted in nearly three million customers
losing power throughout Florida, USA. In 2013, the Ya’an earthquake cut electricity to more than 1.8 million people in Southwest China, and over 2 000 workers were called in for emergency
restoration. On August 29, 2015, a storm disrupted power supply
to 710 000 customers on Vancouver Island and Vancouver’s
lower mainland, and the total restoration cost reached tens of
millions of dollars.
A power grid is typically modeled as a network, and damage to
grid components is modeled as the removal of nodes or arcs in the
network [1]. After power interruption, we must restore the power
supply to the affected area by scheduling available resources
to repair the faults as efficiently as possible, which is crucial
to reducing losses and assisting victims. For occasional faults,
their locations can be estimated relatively easily based on phasor
measurements [2], [3]. However, a large-scale disaster can cause
significant damages to the grid infrastructure [4], [5], resulting
many cascading failures that are widely distributed and difficult
to accurately locate. For such large-scale network restoration
problems, the solution time of classical mathematical programming methods [6] would exceed practically allocated computational time due to the highly complicated and combinatorial
structures [7]. That is why some recent efforts have been devoted
to heuristics, in particular evolutionary algorithms (EAs), which
do not guarantee the exact optimum but are capable of obtaining
near-optimal solutions within an acceptable time [8]. Xu et al. [9]
used a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve a problem of scheduling inspection, assessment, and repair tasks in post-earthquake
power system restoration to minimize the average blackout time.
He et al. [10] formulated transmission network restoration as
a multivariable, multiobjective, and multiconstrained nonlinear optimization problem; they proposed a multiagent method,
where multiple crunode agents and a control agent interact with
each other, and the control agent employs a tabu search algorithm
to search for the optimal solution. Han et al. [11] proposed a particle swarm optimization (PSO) [12] algorithm for choosing the
optimal restoration path and node-restoration sequence needed
to restart generation units and restore power supply to important
loads. Liu et al. [13] took the minimum maintenance cost and
expected energy not supplied as objectives of transmission network restoration, and they proposed an improved multiobjective
PSO based on niche technology to solve the problem. Ruan
and Yuan [14] used differential evolution (DE) [15] to solve a
self-restoration state optimization problem in an urban power
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grid. Hou et al. [16] proposed a quantum-inspired DE algorithm
to solve a power system restoration problem within an optimized
flexible duration by considering available generator capability
and load prioritization. Mendes and Boland [17] considered
reswitching strategies for power restoration in (n − 1) contingency situations as a multiobjective optimization problem,
and developed a multiobjective GA tested on two real-world
networks with up to 1 645 branches and 158 switches. Coffrin
and Hentenryck [18] considered the cooptimization of repairs,
load pickups, and generation dispatch in transmission system
restoration after a significant disruption such as a natural disaster.
Marques et al. [19] proposed a multiobjective EA based on
subpopulation tables to solve a problem of distribution system
service restoration to prioritize switch operations and supply to
priority customers. Carrano et al. [20] used the strength Pareto
EA to efficiently solve a biobjective power distribution network
restoration problem considering the total load restored and total
restoration time.
Transmission network restoration in disaster environments
can pose high risks to human operators. Risk factors include
subsequent disaster events (such as aftershocks and landslides),
dangerous voltages, and exposed live conductors caused by disasters, unstable work areas, operational pressures to restore electricity supply, etc. Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
have been increasingly used and demonstrated their efficiency
in power system inspection. Deng et al. [21] proposed a multiplatform UAV system, in which different UAVs perform different functionalities including long-distance and short-distance
imaging and communication relay in power line inspection.
Zhou et al. [22] used industrial Internet of UAVs for power
line inspection in order to minimize energy consumption. Alapati [23] proposed a drone routing algorithm to assess damages on
power transmission and distribution systems. However, to our
knowledge, there is no report on the cooperation of UAVs and
human operators for network restoration. Up to now, there are
only a few studies on human-UAV cooperation for searching for
stationary missing targets [24], searching for moving targets who
are willing to be detected [25], and searching for moving targets
who try to avoid being detected [26]. Nevertheless, none of
these studies used cooperative algorithms to support cooperative
operations.
In this article, we study a problem of cooperatively scheduling
human operators and UAVs for transmission network restoration, where UAVs are used to inspect the faults whose accurate
locations and causes are unknown at the beginning, and the inspection results of UAVs can be utilized to significantly improve
the efficiency of subsequent restoration performed by human
operators. We propose a cooperative EA (CEA) that simultaneously evolves a population of UAV scheduling solutions and a
population of human-team scheduling solutions, the correlation
between which is addressed by a surrogate objective function
that is iteratively improved during the evolution. We conduct
experiments to validate the algorithm performance on a set of
test instances. We also use an application to transmission network restoration in the 2017 Jiuzhaigou earthquake to demonstrate its practicability. The main contributions of this study are
twofold.
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1) It proposes a new CEA for efficiently solving the transmission network restoration problem. To our knowledge,
this is the first study on EA that cooperates UAV scheduling solutions and human-team scheduling solutions to
optimize human-UAV cooperation, and it can be extended
to many other human-robot cooperative operational
problems.
2) It demonstrates that, to solve a complex problem that
consists of correlated subproblems, using EAs to simultaneously evolves solutions to the subproblems while
employing an evolving surrogate function to address the
correlation between the subproblems is a convenient and
efficient approach.
It should be noted that, this article focuses on power transmission network restoration, mainly because UAVs are more
useful for transmission networks in inaccessible and dangerous
environments; however, the proposed cooperative human-UAV
scheduling method is also applicable to distribution networks.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A. Illustration With a Simple Example
For illustration, we first present a simple transmission network
example in Fig. 1(a), which contains three faults p1 –p3 . The
location and cause of p2 are known (e.g., inspected by built-in
inspection devices), but those of p1 and p3 are unknown at
the beginning—we can only infer the approximate ranges (line
sections) containing the faults using methods such as satellite
image analysis and phasor measurements. We have a UAV for
inspecting unknown faults and a human-team (crew) for repairing faults. The paths between the UAV/human-team and faults
(sections) are shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). When the human-team
reaches the section of an unknown fault, it requires a relatively
long time to inspect and repair the fault; however, if the fault has
been inspected by the UAV, the repair time of the human-team
is much shorter.
The problem is to schedule the UAV to inspect the unknown
faults and schedule the human-team to repair the faults. Fig. 1(d)
presents a scheduling solution, where the UAV first inspects p3
and then inspects p1 , and the repair sequence of the human-team
is {p2 , p1 , p3 }. As a result, p3 and p1 are inspected at time 4 and 8,
and p2 , p1 , and p3 are repaired at time 5, 10, and 16, respectively.
According to the solution, the total network capacity before
restoration is 30, and the capacity increases to 80, 130, and 145
immediately after the restoration of p2 , p1 , and p3 , respectively.
Fig. 1(e) presents another solution, where the capacity increases
to 100, 130, and 145 immediately after the restoration of p1 , p2 ,
and p3 at time 5, 10, and 15, respectively.
B. Mathematical Formulation
The abovementioned example is a small and simple instance
of the problem. In practice, we often need to schedule multiple
UAVs and multiple human-teams to restore a transmission network with a large number of faults. In the formal problem model,
we are given a transmission network NG = VG , EG , cG ,
where VG is the node set, EG is the edge set, and cG : EG → R
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Fig. 1. Simple problem instance. (a) Transmission network, where the number on an edge denotes the capacity of the transmission line. (b) Paths
between the UAV and uninspected faults, where the number on an edge denotes the flight time along the edge and the number on a node denotes
the time required to inspect the fault. (c) Paths between the human-team and faults, where the number on an edge denotes the travel time along
the edge and the number on a node denotes the time required to repair the fault (the number in brackets denote the repair time under the condition
that the fault is uninspected when the team reaches the fault). (d) Left part shows a solution to the problem instance, where the number on a
node denotes the time at which the fault is inspected/repaired; the right part shows the capacity restored by the first solution. (e) Another solution
and the capacity restored by this solution. (a) Transmission network. (b) Flight paths between the UAV and uninspected faulty nodes. (c) Travel
paths between the human-team and faulty nodes. (d) First solution and the resulting transmission capacity restoration. (e) Second solution and the
resulting transmission capacity restoration.
TABLE I
VARIABLES USED IN THE PROBLEM FORMUALTION

is the transmission capacity matrix. There is a set VF ⊂ VG of n
faulty nodes, which contains a subset VF ⊆ VF of n unknown
(uninspected) faulty nodes. We have a set H of m1 human-teams
and a set U of m2 inspection UAVs. The expected time required
by a UAV ui ∈ U to inspect a unknown fault vj ∈ VF is denoted
u
by Δτi,j
. The expected time required by a team hi ∈ H to repair
h
θ
a fault vj ∈ VF is Δτi,j
if vj is inspected and is Δτi,j
if vj is
uninspected when hi reaches vj . We are also given the travel
time Δthi,j for each team hi to move from its initial location to
each faulty node vj , the travel time Δthi,j,j  for hi to move from
a node vj to another node vj  , the flight time Δtui,j of UAV ui
from its initial location to node vj , and the flight time Δtui,j,j  of
ui from node vj to node vj  (for an initially uninspected faulty
node, the related repair time and travel time are approximately
estimated).
The abovementioned descriptions indicate that different
UAVs/teams may take different times to inspect/repair the same

fault (e.g., a more advanced UAV or experienced team takes less
time) or travel along the same path (e.g., a team with more heavy
equipment moves slower). We also make two assumptions.
1) The restoration operation has an expected end time T .
2) Some faults have deadlines for restoration, e.g., a fault
disrupting power supply to a populated area has an earlier
deadline than that disrupts supply to a remote village. For
consistency, we define a deadline 
tj for each vj (if a vj
has no special deadline, 
tj is simply set to T ).
The problem needs to determine a sequence xi of unknown
faults to be inspected by each UAV ui , and a sequence yi of
faults to be repaired by each team hi . Based on the input and
decision variables, we can calculate the time at which the first
node xi,1 in xi is inspected as
u
τ (xi,1 ) = Δtui,xi,1 + Δτi,x
i,1

(1)
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Then, the time at which each subsequent node xi,j (1 < j ≤
|xi |) is inspected can be iteratively calculated as
u
τ (xi,j ) = τ (xi,j−1 ) + Δtui,xi,j−1 ,xi,j + Δτi,x
i,j

(2)

For the node sequence yi of each team hi , we can calculate
the time at which its first node yi,1 is restored as

h
Δthi,yi,1 + Δτi,y
, yi,1 ∈
/ VF ∨ τ (yi,1 ) ≤ Δthi,yi,1
i,1
t(yi,1 ) =
h
θ
Δti,yi,1 + Δτi,yi,1 , otherwise
(3)
Then, the restoration time of each subsequent node yi,j (1 <
j ≤ |yi |) can be iteratively calculated as follows:
⎧
h
h
⎪
⎨ t(yi,j−1 ) + Δti,yi,j−1 ,yi,j + Δτi,yi,j ,
t(yi,j ) = yi,j ∈
/ VF ∨ τ (yi,j ) ≤ t(yi,j−1 ) + Δthi,yi,j−1 ,yi,j
⎪
⎩
θ
t(yi,j−1 ) + Δthi,yi,j−1 ,yi,j + Δτi,y
, otherwise
i,j
(4)
In this way, we obtain the restoration time t(j) for each fault
vj ∈ VF . To evaluate the complete solution, we sort all vj in
nondecreasing order of t(j), and then select the latest node ĵ
repaired no later than T , i.e., ĵ = arg max1≤j≤n∧t(j)≤T t(j). At
each time t, based on the transmission network NG and the
current states (restored or not) of the faults, we can calculate the
transmission capacity F (t) of the network in the affected area.
F (0) is the initial capacity before restoration. The restoration of
faulty nodes contributes to increasing the network capacity, so
we update F (t) at each t(j) (j = 1, 2, . . . , ĵ), i.e., whenever a
fault has just been repaired. The problem objective is to maximize the capacity (or power flow) accumulated over the whole
operational period (which is equivalent to the minimization of
the suffering caused by power shortage [27]). Let C(x) denotes
the set of nodes in sequence x and assume that t(0) = 0 without
loss of generality, the problem can be formulated as

max

T

t=0

ĵ

F (t)dt =

F (t(j))[t(j) − t(j − 1)]

(10) and (11) specify the decision space. The physical meaning
of the objective function (5) can be observed from Fig. 1(d) and
(e). It indicates that we should repair the faults as efficiently
as possible, giving priority to those faults contributing most
to the network capacity. However, maximizing this objective
function is much more difficult than minimizing the makespan
or minimizing the sum of completion times (which are widely
used in the field of scheduling), because the contribution of the
restoration of a faulty node to the network capacity depends
not only on its restoration time, but also on its position and its
relation to other nodes in the network topology. Therefore, this
problem, even if all faults are initially known, is much more
complex than most conventional scheduling problems.
Typically, a solution to the problem is generated by allocating
VF to m1 human-teams, allocating VF  to m2 UAVs, and then
scheduling the faults for each UAV/human-team, the result of
which implicitly satisfies all constraints except (9). We employ
the penalty method to handle the constraint (9) as follows (where
M is a large positive constant):
 T
n

F (t)dt − M
max t(j) − 
tj , 0
(12)
max f =
t=0

j=1

Note that we do not consider cost in this problem, as we focus
on efficiently restoring power supply in emergencies such as
natural disasters. In general, using UAVs to detect faults can
decrease labor cost, but increase signaling and communication
cost. Our future work will conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis
on human-UAV cooperation in network restoration.
We also do not explicitly define precedence relations between
faults as problem constraints. For example, suppose that a faulty
node v1 is an intersection and another faulty node v2 on the
branch of v1 , if a solution repairs v2 before v1 , the restoration of
v2 itself would not increase the network capacity. Therefore, the
solution fitness is low, and it will be improved by the algorithm
described in the next section.

j=1

+ F (t(ĵ))[T − t(ĵ)]
s.t.
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(5)

(1)–(4)
m1

C(yi ) = VF

(6)

i=1

C(yi ) ∩ C(yi ) = ∅,

∀hi , hi ∈ R, i = i
(7)

C(xi ) ∩ C(xi ) = ∅,

∀ui , ui ∈ U, i = i
(8)

t(j) ≤ 
tj ,

1 ≤ j ≤ ĵ

(9)

VF ,

1 ≤ i ≤ m2

(10)

C(yi ) ⊆ VF ,

1 ≤ i ≤ m1

(11)

C(xi ) ⊆

where (6) specifies that all faults should be assigned for restoration, (7) specifies that each fault should be repaired only once,
(8) specifies that each initially uninspected fault should be
inspected only once, (9) specifies the restoration deadlines, and

III. COOPERATIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
As we can observe, the scheduling of inspection UAVs and
the scheduling of human-teams are correlated and cannot be
solved independently. To efficiently solve the problem, we propose a CEA that simultaneously evolves a population (denoted
as POP1) of N1 UAV scheduling solutions (U-solutions for
short) and a population (denoted as POP2) of N2 human-team
scheduling solutions (H-solutions for short), as illustrated in
Fig. 2. On the one hand, U-solutions are tentatively evaluated
using a surrogate objective function f  , which is dynamically
adjusted according to its contribution to the production of efficient H-solutions in POP2. On the other hand, each H-solution
is evaluated by combining it with a U-solution in POP1, which
is the best match of the H-solution.
A. Evolution of U-Solutions
A U-solution X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm2 } schedules UAVs to inspect the unknown faults as efficiently as possible to facilitate
the subsequent fault repair tasks. However, a U-solution only
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function. We employ a nonlinear migration model [29] to calculate λ(X) as follows:
λ(X) = 0.5 − 0.5 cos

Fig. 2.

Framework of the cooperative evolutionary algorithm.

determines when the unknown faults are inspected, but does not
determine when they are repaired. To resolve this difficulty, we
define the following surrogate objective function f  to tentatively
evaluate each U-solution X based on the inspection times of the
unknown faults in X (earlier inspection times results in a higher
function value)
min f  (X) =

wj (T − τ (j))

(13)

vj ∈VF

where wj is the importance weight of fault vj , subject to

j wj = 1. Obviously, the larger the value of wj , the earlier
the fault vj is expected to be repaired. Therefore, the setting of
the weights determines whether the surrogate objective function
f  is a good representation of the actual objective function f in
(12). Initially, we set each wj proportional to the maximum
flow passed through the node vj in the undamaged network.
During the evolution of the algorithm, we update the weights
based on the feedback from the evolution of POP2, which will
be described in Section III-C.
The algorithm first randomly initializes the population POP1
of N1 U-solutions, and then iteratively evolves the U-solutions
using three operators: migration, mutation, and local search.
The migration operator, taken from the biogeography-based
optimization metaheuristic [28], makes a solution X immigrate
features from another solution X  at a given dimension i using
the following steps.
1) Let Ai = C(xi )\C(xi ), i.e., the set of nodes that are in
xi but not in xi .
2) Let Ai = C(xi )\C(xi ), i.e., the set of nodes that are in
xi but not in xi .
3) Randomly remove a subset of nodes in Ai from xi .
4) Randomly add a subset of nodes in Ai to xi .
5) Use the local search operator to reorder the sequence xi .
The migration probability λ(X) of solution X (i.e., the probability that each dimension xi will be immigrated) is inversely
proportional to its fitness evaluated by the surrogate objective

fmax − f  (X) + 
π
fmax − fmin + 

(14)

where fmax and fmin are the maximum and minimum objective
function values among the population, respectively, and  is a
small constant to avoid division-by-zero. The emigrating solution X  is selected with a probability proportional to 1 − λ(X),
such that low fitness solutions have more chances to immigrate
features from others, whereas high fitness solutions are more
likely to share their features with others. After migration, if
a node appears in two or more sequences, we retain it in the
sequence which has the minimum completion time, and remove
it from all other sequences to balance the UAV loads.
The mutation operator, derived from the propagation of water
wave optimization [30], changes a solution X by regenerating
the inspection sequences of a part of UAVs. Each xi has a
probability of μ(X) of being regenerated, which is also inversely
proportional to its fitness. μ(X) is initialized to 0.5 and then
updated at each generation as


μ(X) = μ(X) · α−(fmax −f (X)+)/(fmax −fmin +)

(15)

where α is a coefficient typically set to 1.0026. This makes
higher (lower) fitness solutions have smaller (larger) mutation
rates, and the average mutation rate decrease with the number of
generations to facilitate global (local) search exploration in the
early (later) stages [31]. A mutation operation on X is performed
using the following steps.
1) Let U  be an empty set for storing the UAVs whose paths
will be regenerated.
2) For each ui ∈ U , with a probability μ(X), select ui
into U  .
3) Let V  be the set of the nodes in the sequences of the
UAVs in U  .
4) Randomly reassign nodes in V  to the UAVs in U  .
5) Use local search to reorder the sequences of U  .
The local search operator tries to reorder a sequence xi to
improve the solution fitness. If a set Vi of faulty nodes has
been assigned to UAV ui but the sequence is not initialized,
the operator initializes xi as follows.
1) Sort the nodes in Vi in nonincreasing order of the ratio of
the importance weight to the distance from ui .
2) Construct a partial schedule xi of the first two nodes,
such that wxi,1 τ (xi,1 ) + wxi,2 τ (xi,2 ) (the weighted sum
of inspection times) is minimized.
3) For each of the remaining node in Vi , insert it into the
partial xi at the position, among all possible ones, which
maximizes the weighted sum of inspection times.
If xi has been constructed, then the local search operator
employs the Tabu search heuristic [32] to search for better
neighboring subsolutions of xi as follows.
1) Initialize an empty tabu list TL , and let x∗i = xi .
/ TL , generate a
2) For each j = 1, 2, . . . , |xi | − 1 and j ∈
(j)
neighbor xi by swapping the jth and (j + 1)th nodes.
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(j ∗ )

3) Select an xi , among all neighbors, which has the minimum weighted sum of inspection times.
(j ∗ )
4) Move xi to xi , and add j ∗ to TL ; if the size of TL
exceeds the tabu length, remove the first node from TL .
5) If xi is better than x∗i , set x∗i to xi .
6) If the stopping condition is not satisfied, go to step 2);
otherwise set xi to x∗j and stop.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE TEST INSTANCES

B. Evolution of H-Solutions
An H-solution Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , ym1 } schedules humanteams to repair the faults. However, as indicated by (3) and (4),
the restoration time of an initially uninspected fault depends on
whether and when it is inspected by a UAV, which is specified
by a U-solution. To resolve this difficulty, for each H-solution Y
in POP2, we select from POP1 a U-solution XY∗ that is the best
match of Y , i.e., the combination of the two solutions maximizes
the objective function (12)

the current best H-solution Y ∗ from POP2, and calculate the
contribution of the repair of each vj ∈ VF to increasing network
capacity in Y ∗ as:

XY∗ = arg maxX∈POP1 f (X, Y )

CF j = [F (t(j)) − F (t(j − 1))](T − t(j))

(16)

However, it does not always require N1 complete evaluations
of the objective function to select a XY∗ among N1 candidates.
A branch-and-bound method can be used to significantly reduce
the computational cost. Our approach sorts all X in POP1 in
nondecreasing order of f  (X). After temporarily combining Y
and the first X in POP1, we evaluate f (X, Y ) and record it as
the current best objective value, denoted as f (Y ). Then, for each
next X in POP1, when calculating the corresponding f (X, Y )
according to (5) and (12), if we have calculated the network
capacity ΔFj accumulated up to the restoration of the jth faulty
node (j < ĵ), then the objective value that can be reached by the
solution cannot exceed
 j = ΔFj + F (t(j))(t(j + 1) − t(j)) + F (T − t(j + 1))
ΔF
(17)
where F denotes the capacity of the undamaged network, because the capacity after the restoration of the (j + 1)th faulty
 j ≤ f (Y ), we do
node cannot exceed F . Thus, whenever ΔF
not need to further evaluate f (X, Y ), i.e., the “branch” of the
current evaluation can be “cut”.
The algorithm also uses migration, mutation, and local search
to evolve H-solutions, the procedures of which are similar
to those for evolving U-solutions. The key difference is that
f (XY∗ , Y ) is used as the fitness of each Y .
C. Evolution of the Surrogate Objective Function
The surrogate objective function plays a critical role in the
CEA: the better the surrogate objective function approximates
the actual objective function, the more efficient the EA is expected to be [33]. At mentioned in Section III-A, the initial
weights are set according to the importance of the faulty nodes
in the undamaged network. However, in many cases, the importance in the undamaged network is not in accordance with
the contribution to the restoration of the damaged network. We
propose an approach that dynamically tunes the weights based
on the feedback from the evolution of H-solutions to improve the
surrogate function. After each generation of the CEA, we select

(18)

We then normalize all CF j as (19) and update each importance weight as (20) to learn from the importance weights in the
current best solution
wj = 

CF j
vj  ∈V  CF j 

(19)

F

wj = (wj + wj )/2

(20)

By iteratively learning, the surrogate objective function approximate the actual objective function better and better.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATIONS
A. Computational Experiments
We construct a test suite of 16 instances (summarized in Table II) based on diverse transmission networks ranging from networks of small counties to large-scale networks covering several
provinces. The suite contains five real-world instances, where
the damaged networks are taken from the 2008 Wenchuang
earthquake (#13), 2010 Yushu earthquake (#7), 2011 Yingjiang
earthquake (#4), 2013 Ya’an earthquake (#11), and 2013 Dingxi
earthquake (#5). The remaining instances are simulated by randomly setting faulty nodes in the networks. The time required
for inspecting a fault ranges from 3 to 15 min and the time for
repairing a fault ranges from 15 to 180 min.
For comparison, we implement five popular EAs for task
assignment and scheduling, including a hybrid PSO-GA [34],
an artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm [35], a hybrid ant
system combined with tabu search (ASTS) [36], a symbiotic
organism search (SOS) algorithm [37], and a standard EA using
migration, mutation, and local search (MML) described in this
article. These algorithms solve the problem by evolving solutions integrating UAV inspection schedules and human-team
repair schedules, in order to compare with our strategy that
cooperatively evolves U-solutions and H-solutions.
We run each algorithm 50 times on each instance. The stopping condition is that the CPU time reaches 300 s for instances
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the maximum, minimum, median, first quartile (Q1), and third quartile (Q3) of the results of the algorithms on the test
instances. (a) Instance #1. (b) Instance #2. (c) Instance #3. (d) Instance #4. (e) Instance #5. (f) Instance #6. (g) Instance #7. (h) Instance #8. (i)
Instance #9. (j) Instance #10. (k) Instance #11. (l) Instance #12. (m) Instance #13. (n) Instance #14. (o) Instance #15. (p) Instance #16.

#1–#6 600 s for #7–#11, and 1200 s for #12–#16. The control
parameters of the algorithms are fine-tuned on all instances. For
CEA, we observe that using the same population size for both
POP1 and POP2 is sufficiently good. The size is set to 12 on
#1 and #2, 16 on #3–#5, 20 on #6–#11, 26 on #12–#14, and
30 on #15 and #16. The experimental environment is a Windows 7 workstation with an i7-6500 CPU and 8 GB RAM. For
convenience, any objective function value is transformed to the
ratio of the restored network capacity to the undamaged network
capacity. Fig. 3 presents the box plots of the experimental results
on the 16 instances. We conduct nonparametric Wilcoxon rank
sum tests to compare CEA with each other algorithm, and mark a

“+” on a box slot to denote that the result of CEA is statistically
significantly different from that of the other algorithm (at a
confidence level of 95%).
On the smallest instance #1, all the algorithms obtain the
optimal solution. On instance #2, CEA, MML, and SOS obtain
the optimal solution. On the remaining 14 instances, the median
objective values obtained by CEA are always the best and are
significantly better than the other algorithms
1) On relatively small instances #3–#6, the objective values
of CEA are approximately 120–130% of PSO-GA, 110–
120% of ABC and ASTS, and 105–115% of MML and
SOS.
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2) On medium instances #7–#10, the transmission capacities
recovered by CEA are approximately 140–165% of PSOGA, 125–130% of ABC and ASTS, and 110–120% of
MML and SOS.
3) On relatively large instances #13–#14, the transmission
capacities recovered by CEA are approximately 150–
200% of PSO-GA, 130–170% of ABC and ASTS, and
130–160% of MML and SOS.
4) For very large instances, the transmission capacities recovered by CEA are approximately 250–400% of the
others on #15 and 400–1000% of the others on #16.
The experimental results demonstrate the significant performance advantages of CEA over the other EAs on medium and
large instances. This is because CEA can explore the solution
space of the problem using much less computational cost than
the other EAs. For example, the sizes of POP1 and POP2 in
CEA are both set to 20 for medium instances; thus, at each
generation, we need to tentatively match each H-solution with
at most 20 U-solutions, and the number of complete objective
function evaluations is at most 400. However, using the branchand-bound method described in Section III-B, the actual number
of evaluations is much less (typically around 80–100). Moreover,
evaluating the surrogate objective function (13) is much cheaper
that evaluating the complete objective function (5). The additional computational costs consumed by the operators of CEA
are also significantly less than the integrated algorithms because
the vector length of a U-solution or an H-solution is much
shorter. From the experiments, we observe that the average cost
consumed by CEA to test 400 solutions is roughly equivalent
to the cost of 106 complete objective function evaluations, but
that consumed by an integrated algorithm is at least as 400 complete evaluations. As the solution space increases exponentially
with increasing instance size, using the same computational
resource, CEA can explore a significantly larger space than the
integrated EAs.
Among the five integrated algorithms, the overall performance MML is similar to SOS, but is significantly better than
PSO-GA, ABC, and ASTS. This demonstrates that the combination of the proposed migration, mutation, and local search operators is competitive with other state-of-the-art metaheuristics for
this scheduling problem. By using these efficient operators in our
cooperative framework, CEA can produce efficient solutions to
restore significantly higher transmission capacity than the other
algorithms.

B. Application in the 2017 Jiuzhaigou Earthquake
At 21:19, Beijing time on 8 August 2017, a 7.0 magnitude
earthquake struck the Jiuzhaigou county in Sichuan Province,
China, followed by 829 aftershocks. Large-scale power outages
and significant structural damage were reported. Up to 1:50 on
9 August, there were 135 faults detected in the transmission
network, including 96 faults without accurate locations and
causes. Fig. 4 illustrates the general distribution of faults. The
end time of the emergency operation was set to 24:00 on 10
August. China South Power Grid called up nine repair teams
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the faulty nodes, repair teams, and UAVs in the
power transmission network in the 2017 Jiuzhaigou earthquake.

Fig. 5. Recovery of power flows achieved by the different solutions for
power transmission network restoration in the 2017 Jiuzhaigou earthquake.

and three UAVs, and employed the proposed CEA to produce a
network restoration solution within 15 min.
Before the disaster, the average transmission capacity in the
area was around 585,000 KVA, which dropped to 39,000 KVA
at 2:00 on 9 August. With the restoration of faulty nodes,
the capacity increased to over 100,000, 200,000, 300,000, and
400,000 KVA at 8:00, 10:30, 16:30, and 23:00, 9 August, respectively. At 24:00 on 10 August, 122 of the 135 faulty nodes had
been repaired (the remaining 13 nodes were left for postquake
reconstruction), the capacity recovered back to 577,000 KVA,
and operation was considered a great success.
After the operation, we also ran the five integrated algorithms
to produce solutions for this real-world instance. Fig. 5 compares
the calculated transmission capacity recoveries in these solutions
with the actual transmission capacity recovery in the operation.
During the first four hours, there is no significant difference
among the solutions of the algorithms. However, since 6:00 on
9 August, the capacity recovery in the CEA solution increases
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significantly faster than those of the other algorithms. At 16:00
on 9 August, the CEA solution restored the capacity to half
of the normal level, whereas the other solutions would restore
to around 33–42%. At 24:00 on 9 August (when half of the
operational period had passed), the CEA solution restored the
capacity to 75% of the normal level, while the other solutions
would restore to around 41–58%. At the end of the operation, the
CEA solution restored 98.5% of the normal capacity, whereas the
other solutions would restore to around 73–88%, which demonstrates the performance advantages of CEA in this real-world
instance.
In Fig. 5, the actual recovery curve slightly lags behind the
recovery curve calculated according to the CEA solution. This is
due to reasons such as underestimation of repair and travel times,
delays in receiving feedback from UAVs, and delays caused by
some other unexpected events. Nevertheless, the actual capacity
recovery is close to the calculated curve, and the implementation
of the CEA solution contributed essentially to the success of the
operation.
V. CONCLUSION
Human–robot cooperation has become a popular research
topic in recent years. The presented problem can be extended
to cover many other human–robot cooperative scheduling problems where efficient scheduling of robots can significantly improve the efficiency of human operators., e.g., the maintenance
of gas pipeline networks where leak points can be detected
by microrobots and fire-fighting operations where fire sources
can be searched by UAVs. The proposed cooperative solution
method in this article can also be adapted for these similar
problems. As revealed in this article, the key to the success of
our method is an appropriate surrogate function, which acts as
a bridge between robot and human schedules.
As demonstrated by the application, an issue of the proposed
model is that the estimated repair and travel times can deviate
from actual times. Our future work will extend the problem
to a dynamic optimization problem and propose a dynamic
optimization algorithm that can adaptively adjust a solution
based on environmental changes and the feedback from the
implementation.
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